
We will proactively engage with your business and 
key stakeholders to finalise project details, mobilise 
resources and begin your Workplace Productivity 
transformation. This is achieved either through your 
internal governance or SCC design and planning.  

Our experience has shown that it is essential to keep all 
users involved in the transformation process through 
the use of clear communication, user engagement and 
technology adoption.

Modernising the workplace comes 
with some degree of risk, particularly 
when integrating new technologies and 
changing user behaviour. However, with 
the right communication strategy and 
governance, our Workplace Productivity 
implementations can be delivered 
successfully, to budget and within 
timescales. SCC has significant proven 
capability and credibility in Workplace 
Implementations.
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Key Benefits of the service include:

• Skilled expertise accredited in all aspects of Workplace 
Productivity solutions

• A structured approach to delivery, following a mixture   
of both ITIL and Prince II Project Methodology

• A pre-cursor to a full or part managed service 

Our approach to implementation leverages a wealth of industry 
knowledge and experience, combined with a structured delivery 
methodology; enabling our customers to realise on-time project 
delivery while maintaining cost control and quality.

Why Partner with SCC?

SCC has long-standing, proven experience and knowledge of delivering 
large-scale Workplace Productivity transformation projects. This has 
enabled us to refine and develop our approach during the past 30+ 
years to ensure we deliver to customer and contract expectation. 

We use established IT standards and tools to deliver project efficiency; 
this drives predicted outcomes and controls the costs.

Implement

Our Workplace Productivity portfolio has a suite of services to support 
your deployment, migration and integration of new technology that helps 
you realise your IT strategy. 

Through our consultative approach and resource alignment, we provide 
you with implementation services for both on-premise and cloud-
based propositions.  Our skilled and accredited deployment resources 
underpin our extensive implementation portfolio.

These solutions can incorporate a mixture of both on-premise and cloud 
based propositions, delivered from across the company wide portfolio 
of services:

• Workplace Productivity Cloud services
• Complete Microsoft portfolio of solutions and services
• Unified Communications and Audio-Visual solutions
• Desktop as a Service      

(Cloud based delivery of your corporate desktop)
• Device as a Service     

(Intelligent finance models around product supply)
• Managed Print solutions
• Application Modernisation
• Data consolidation and Modernisation
• Software as a Service  
• Communications and Connectivity
• Network and Security services
• Cloud based PABX solutions
• Technology Adoption solutions


